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When Britain turned her attention across the sea, Spain, Portugal, and
France were also looking in the same direction. The easiest line of
expansion for all these countries was across the Atlantic. In Africa three
obstacles presented themselves: (1) the deserts which are characteristic
of west coasts; (2) the feverish jungles of the "Guinea Coast" in low lati-
tudes; and (3) the length of the voyage to and around the Cape of Good
Hope. Spain and Portugal, in accordance with their geographical posi-
tion, found their sphere of activity in the low latitudes of America, where
the mild climate prevented their colonies from growing great. England
and France colonized farther north, where the climate is stimulating. The
fact that England is an island, and looks seaward, while France is part
of the continent and must constantly keep an eye on its frontiers by land,
helped the English to wrest from the French their American possessions
across the seas. Thus by far the best part of America became English.
Curiously enough, however, the fact that Britain secured the best part
of America had much to do with her loss of that same area. The northern
United States embraces most of the only really large section of the world
which rivals Western Europe in climate and resources. Thus, when the
colonies there grew strong, they were a match for the British, and freed
themselves. This is one of the many cases where a great nation has been
unable to expand permanently into territory which is geographically
equal or superior to its own. Of course the sea voyage and troubles with
France put the British at a great disadvantage. It is worth noting, how-
ever, that, even though Canada remained as part of the British Empire,
it soon followed the example of the United States in managing its own
affairs. Energetic people will not tolerate abuses which more apathetic
folk put up with for centuries.
In India the effect of geographical conditions upon England's colonial
history was not at all the same as in the United States. Soon after the
discovery of America, British merchants went to India to engage in trade,
and with no purpose of founding a vast Indian Empire. They found a
densely populated country whose inhabitants lacked energy because of
the tropical climate, and who were correspondingly backward in civiliza-
tion. Accordingly, for their own convenience and safety, the British mer-
chants assumed control of a small area near Calcutta and governed it.
At first they merely took space enough for forts within which to shelter
their warehouses and offices. Then, for greater peace of mind, they spread
their power over the towns where the forts were located and in time over
surrounding districts. But neighboring Indian states troubled them.
Sometimes the trouble was due to the aggression of the forceful English
traders; sometimes to the dishonesty and treachery of the natives. In
either event the strong people from an invigorating climate conquered

